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Off-Market Buyback Booklet 

This is an important document and requires your urgent attention. 

If you are in any doubt as to how to deal with this Booklet, please consult your legal, 
financial, taxation or other professional adviser immediately. 

If you have recently sold all of your Shares, please disregard all enclosed documents 



 



 

Important Notices 

General  

This Booklet is dated 27 October 2017. 

IMB Ltd (IMB) is offering Eligible Participants the 

opportunity to participate in an off-market buyback 
of some or all of their issued Shares (Buyback).   

You should read this entire Booklet before making a 
decision on whether to participate in the Buyback.   

If you decide not to participate in the Buyback, 
you do not need to do anything.  If you decide to 
participate in the Buyback, your Tender must be 
provided to IMB by no later than 5.00pm (Sydney 
time) on the Closing Date. 

Purpose of this Booklet 

The purpose of this Booklet is to provide important 
information regarding the Buyback and is provided 
to assist Eligible Participants in making an informed 
decision about whether to participate.   

Eligibility 

Eligible Participants who hold Shares on the Record 

Date will be entitled to participate in the Buyback.   

Participation in the Buyback is voluntary.  Eligible 
Participants do not have to participate in the 
Buyback if they do not want to. 

Investment decisions 

This Booklet does not take into account the 
investment objectives, financial situation, tax 
position and requirements of any particular person.  
This Booklet should not be relied on as the sole 
basis for any investment decision in relation to 
Shares.  Independent financial and taxation advice 
should be sought before making any decision to 
invest in IMB or in relation to the Buyback.  It is 
important that you read the entire Booklet before 
making any investment decision.   

Eligible Participants should carefully consider these 
factors in light of their particular investment 
objectives, financial situation, tax position and 
requirements.  If Eligible Participants are in any 
doubt on these matters, they should consult their 
legal, financial, taxation or other professional 
adviser before deciding whether to participate in the 
Buyback. 

Forward looking statements 

This Booklet includes certain forward looking 
statements which have been based on current 
expectations about future events.  The forward 
looking statements are, however, subject to 
risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from the 
expectations described in such forward looking 
statements.  The assumptions on which forward 

looking statements are based may prove to be 
incorrect or may be affected by matters not currently 
known to, or considered material by, IMB.  Past 
performance is no indication of future performance. 

Actual events or results may differ materially from 
the events or results expressed or implied in any 
forward looking statement and deviations are both 
normal and to be expected.  You are cautioned not 
to place undue reliance on those statements. 

The forward looking statements in this Booklet 
reflect views held only as at the date of this Booklet. 

Defined terms 

Capitalised terms in this Booklet are defined either 
in the Glossary in Section 5 of this Booklet or where 
the relevant term is first used. 

References to dollars or $ are references to the 

lawful currency of Australia.  Any discrepancies 
between the totals and the sum of all the individual 
components in the tables contained in this Booklet 
are due to rounding.   

Electronic document 

This Booklet may be viewed online at 
www.imb.com.au.  A paper copy of this Booklet will 

be provided free of charge to any person who 
requests a copy by contacting IMB. 

Enquiries 

If you have any questions in relation to the Buyback 
or the content of this Booklet, please call the 
Buyback information line on 1300 585 271 from 
within Australia or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside 
Australia between the hours of 9.00am to 5.00pm 
(Sydney time), Monday to Friday.   

 



 

Important Dates 

 

Announcement of Buyback  Friday 27 October 2017 

Record Date  

Shares acquired after this date will not confer an 
entitlement to participate in the Buyback 

 Wednesday 1 November 2017 

Opening  Date  Wednesday 8 November 2017 

Closing Date  Monday 11 December 2017 

Buyback Date 

Announcement of the Buyback Price, the number of 
Shares being bought back and any scale back and entry 
into Buyback Contracts 

 Tuesday 19 December 2017 

Buyback proceeds despatched to successful participants 
by direct credit to their nominated account 

 Wednesday 20 December 2017 

 
The above dates are subject to change and are indicative only.  While IMB does not expect any 
changes to these dates, it reserves the right to change them without prior notice.  Subject to the 
Corporations Act, any change to these dates and times will be publicly announced on IMB’s website 
as soon as it is reasonably practicable to do so. 

IMB also reserves the right to terminate the Buyback at any time prior to the date on which IMB enters 
into Buyback Contracts by making an announcement to that effect.   

 



 

Buyback Summary 

IMB is seeking to buy back up to $13 million worth of Shares through an off-market tender.  The 
Buyback is an opportunity for you to sell some or all of your Shares by submitting a Tender. 
 
 

Buyback size A maximum of $13 million worth of Shares.  The number of Shares bought back will 
depend on the Buyback Price.  Assuming a Buyback Price of $4.50, IMB would buy 
back up to 2.9 million Shares.  See Section 1.2 for further details. 

Buyback Price The price paid by IMB to buy back each Share under the Buyback.  The Buyback Price 
will be determined by applying the Buyback Discount selected by IMB under the tender 
process to the Deemed Market Value. See Section 1.10 for further details. 

Eligible Participants Shareholder Members are eligible to participate in the Buyback with respect to each 
separate beneficial holding of Shares registered in their name (whether individually, 
jointly with another person or in trust for another person provided that information is on 
IMB’s share register) at the Record Date which is not an Excluded Foreign 
Shareholding. 

Tenders Eligible Participants may lodge Tenders: 

 at discounts within the Tender Discount Range of 0% to 14% inclusive (at 2% 
intervals) to the Deemed Market Value; and/or 

 as a Final Price Tender which is an offer to sell Shares at the Buyback Price 
determined by IMB. 

Minimum number of 
Shares that can be 
tendered 

If you own 250 Shares or less and wish to tender your Shares, you must tender all your 
Shares. 

If you own more than 250 Shares and wish to tender your Shares, you may tender any 
number of your Shares at one or more Tender Discounts and/or as a Final Price 
Tender, provided at least 100 Shares are tendered at each Tender Discount you select 
and/or as a Final Price Tender and you must tender at least 250 Shares in aggregate.  
You do not have to tender all of your Shares, but if you leave less than 100 Shares 
untendered, you may lose your eligibility to vote based on your shareholding. You may, 
however, still be entitled to vote at a general meeting of Members based on your 
deposit holding (refer to the voting eligibility requirements set out in Section 2.7). 

Multiple Tenders  If you own 250 Shares or less, you may only tender all your Shares at one Tender 
Discount or as a Final Price Tender. 

If you own more than 250 Shares, you may tender your Shares at different Tender 
Discounts and/or as a Final Price Tender provided at least 100 Shares are tendered at 
each Tender Discount you select and/or as a Final Price Tender. 

Priority Parcel The minimum number of Shares IMB will buy back from each Eligible Participant who 
tenders Shares at or below the Buyback Price.  See Section 1.15 for further details. 

Capital component of 
the Buyback Price 

The capital component of the Buyback Price is $1.171. 

Dividend component 
of the Buyback Price 

The dividend component of the Buyback Price will be the Buyback Price less the $1.17 
capital component. 

 

                                                      
 
1  Note that in accordance with the ATO draft ruling, the expected Sale Consideration for capital gains tax purposes will 

be the capital component of $1.17 plus the difference between the Buyback Price and the Deemed Market Value (i.e. 
the Buyback Discount). 

 



 

 

How to Participate 

It is each Eligible Participant’s choice whether or not to participate in the Buyback. 

If you DO choose to participate in the Buyback: 

 You can choose the Tender Discount(s) within the Tender Discount Range at which you are 
willing to sell some or all of your Shares (your Tender price): 

- if the Buyback Price is equal to or higher than your Tender price you will receive the 
Buyback Price for any of your Shares that are bought back by IMB; and 

- if the Buyback Price is less than your Tender price, IMB will not buy back your Shares. 

By submitting a Final Price Tender, some, if not all, of the Shares you tender will be bought back.  

 Under no circumstances will your Shares be bought back at a price lower than your Tender price. 

 Alternatively you can choose to tender some or all of your Shares as a Final Price Tender. This 
means you are willing to sell your Shares at the Buyback Price that IMB determines following the 
Tender process.  

 If you hold 250 Shares or less, you must tender all your Shares at a single Tender Discount or as 
a Final Price Tender. 

 If you hold more than 250 Shares, you may tender different parcels of Shares at one or more 
Tender Discounts and/or as a Final Price Tender.  However, you must tender a minimum of 100 
Shares at each Tender Discount you select and/or as a Final Price Tender and you must tender 
a minimum of 250 Shares in aggregate. 

 You do not have to tender all of your Shares, but if you leave less than 100 Shares untendered, 
you may lose your eligibility to vote based on your shareholding. You may, however, still be 
entitled to vote at a general meeting of Members based on your deposit holding (refer to the 
voting eligibility requirements set out in Section 2.7). 

 You will not have to pay to IMB the share trading administration fee (which is usually charged by 
IMB in relation to share trading on the IMB Market) to sell your Shares into the Buyback. 

 If your Shares are bought back, you will receive a fully franked dividend as part of the Buyback 
Price.   

If you choose NOT to participate in the Buyback you do not need to take any action.  The number 
of Shares you hold will not change as a result of the Buyback. 

To participate in the Buyback, you need to: 

STEP 1 Decide how many Shares you wish to tender 

STEP 2 Select your Tender Discount(s) and/or Final Price Tender 

STEP 3 Submit your Tender by completing the enclosed Tender Form and returning it to IMB 
in the enclosed reply-paid envelope or by fax   

Further details regarding each of these steps are set out in Section 1.18. 
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1. Overview of the Buyback and Tender Process 

1.1. What is the Buyback? 

Under a buyback, a company buys back its own shares from its shareholders.  Any shares bought back 
are then cancelled.  The result is that the number of shares on issue is reduced by the number of 
shares bought back. 

IMB is seeking to buy back some of its Shares from Eligible Participants through the Buyback.  Under 
the Buyback, IMB is offering you the opportunity to sell some, or all, of your Shares to IMB by way of a 
tender process.  

1.2. How many Shares will IMB buy back? 

IMB is seeking to buy back up to $13 million worth of Shares.  The number of Shares bought back will 
depend on the Buyback Price and the number of Shares tendered into the Buyback.  Assuming a 
Buyback Price of $4.50, IMB would buy back up to 2.9 million Shares. 

Under the Corporations Act, IMB can buy back any number of Shares representing up to a maximum of 
10% of the smallest number, at any time during the last 12 months, of votes attaching to voting Shares 
(the 10/12 rule).  Based on the smallest number of votes attaching to voting shares IMB has had on 
issue over the 12 months prior to the announcement of the Buyback, IMB is able to buy back (in full) the 
Shares held by 332 Shareholder Members.  The number of Shares bought back will depend on which 
Eligible Participants participate in the Buyback.  

IMB will not buy back more than $13 million worth of Shares.  However, IMB may buy back a smaller 
amount and may elect not to buy back any Shares, if it wishes to do so. 

IMB plans to conduct a series of buybacks over the medium to long term and to ultimately buy back (or 
cancel by some other means as permitted by law) all of the Shares. 

1.3. How will the Buyback be conducted? 

IMB is conducting the Buyback through an off-market tender process.  Under a tender process, Shares 
may be tendered by Eligible Participants to IMB: 

 at any of the specified discounts in the Tender Discount Range from 0% to 14% inclusive (at 2% 
intervals) to the Deemed Market Value; or 

 as a Final Price Tender, which is an offer to sell Shares at the Buyback Price determined by IMB. 

Following the Closing Date, IMB will determine the Buyback Price which equates to the largest discount 
within the Tender Discount Range to the Deemed Market Value that will enable IMB to buy back the 
desired dollar amount of Shares (refer to Section 1.10) applying the rules for the Tender process set out 
in Section 1.15.  All successful Eligible Participants will receive the Buyback Price for each Share 
bought back, even if they were tendered at a lower price. 

1.4. Can I offer to tender Shares into the Buyback? 

You may offer to tender Shares into the Buyback if you were an Eligible Participant at the close of 
business on the Record Date.  

Shares acquired after the Record Date will not be registered in your name on the Record Date and you 
will not be able to provide a Tender offer for those Shares.   

1.5. Do I have to participate in the Buyback? 

No. Participation in the Buyback is optional.  If you do not want to sell any of your Shares, you do not 
need to do anything. 
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If you choose not to participate, or you are not eligible to participate, and the Buyback is completed, the 
number of Shares you hold will not change as a result of the Buyback.  While your proportional 
shareholding in IMB will increase (because the total number of Shares will decline), your shareholding 
will still entitle you to one vote at general meetings of Members (provided you meet the voting eligibility 
criteria in IMB’s Constitution – refer to Section 2.7). 

1.6. How many Shares can I tender into the Buyback? 

The maximum number of Shares you may tender is set out on your personalised Tender Form. 

If you hold 250 Shares or less, and wish to tender your shares, you must tender all your Shares.  You 
may only tender all your Shares at either one Tender Discount or as a Final Price Tender. 

If you hold more than 250 Shares, you may tender any number of your Shares at one or more Tender 
Discounts and/or as a Final Price Tender, provided at least 100 Shares are tendered at each Tender 
Discount you select and/or as a Final Price Tender and the aggregate number of Shares tendered is at 
least 250.  

If you hold more than 250 Shares, you do not have to tender all of your Shares, but if you leave less 
than 100 Shares untendered, you may lose your eligibility to vote based on your shareholding. You 
may, however, still be entitled to vote at a general meeting of Members based on your deposit holding 
(refer to the voting eligibility requirements set out in Section 2.7). 

Each separate beneficial holding of Shares registered in the name of a Shareholder Member (whether 
individually, jointly with another person or in trust for another person provided that information is on 
IMB’s share register) on the Record Date, which is not an Excluded Foreign Shareholding will be treated 
as a separate Eligible Participant for the purposes of the Buyback and you will receive a separate 
Tender Form for each separate beneficial holding of Shares. 

1.7. How long will the Buyback be open? 

The Buyback will be open from the Opening Date to the Closing Date.  Eligible Participants may only 
lodge Tenders within this period.  IMB, in its absolute discretion, may withdraw the Buyback or extend 
this period but does not expect to do so.  If the Tender Period is extended, the new Closing Date will be 
announced on IMB’s website. 

1.8. Why you may decide to participate in the Buyback 

It is completely your decision whether or not you participate in the Buyback.  If you are unsure as to 
what to do, you should seek professional advice.  IMB makes no recommendation as to whether you 
should participate or not. 

There may be reasons why you would choose to participate in the Buyback.  These might include: 

 you wish to sell some or all of your Shares; 

 you can tailor your participation to suit your own circumstances such as the number of Shares you 
tender and the basis upon which you tender Shares; 

 you will not have to pay to IMB the share trading administration fee (which is usually charged by 
IMB in relation to share trading on the IMB Market) to sell your Shares into the Buyback; 

 depending on your individual circumstances, the after-tax return from participating in the Buyback 
may be more favourable than the after-tax return from the sale of your Shares on the IMB Market; 
and 

 you may be able to sell more of your Shares faster in the Buyback than it would otherwise take on 
the IMB Market (given the limited liquidity of the IMB Market). 
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1.9. Why you may decide not to participate in the Buyback 

You may decide not to participate in the Buyback for a number of reasons.  These might include: 

 you may not wish to sell some or all of your Shares; 

 you may wish to retain your Shares to participate as a Shareholder Member in the future growth 
and profitability of IMB; 

 you may disagree with IMB’s reasons for conducting the Buyback; 

 the trading price for Shares on the IMB Market may be, or may move, higher than the Buyback 
Price during, or after, the Tender Period; 

 there is no assurance that the Buyback will be completed or that any Tender will be successful; 

 successful Tenders may be subject to scale back and may not be accepted in full; 

 you may consider that the benefits of holding Shares exceed alternate investments currently 
available to you; and 

 depending on your individual circumstances, the after-tax return from the sale of your Shares on 
the IMB Market may be more favourable than the after-tax return from participating in the Buyback. 

1.10. What price will IMB pay to buy back my Shares? 

IMB will buy back Shares at the Buyback Price.  The Buyback Price will be the price determined by 
applying the Buyback Discount selected by IMB under the Tender process to the Deemed Market Value 
using the following formula and rounding to the nearest cent: 

Buyback Price = Deemed Market Value x (100% - Buyback Discount) 

The Deemed Market Value is explained in Section 1.11 below. 

For example, if the Deemed Market Value is $5.00 and the Buyback Discount is 10%, then the Buyback 
Price would be $4.50 calculated as $5.00 x (100% - 10%). 

The Buyback Discount will be determined as the discount within the range of 0% to 14% inclusive (at 
2% intervals) that will allow IMB to purchase the amount of Shares it determines to buy back applying 
the rules for the Tender process set out in Section 1.15. 

Any Shares bought back will be bought back at the Buyback Price, even if your Tender Discount would 
have resulted in a lower price than the Buyback Price. 

IMB expects to announce the Buyback Price at or before 6.00pm on 19 December 2017 on the IMB 
website at www.imb.com.au.  Alternatively, Shareholder Members can call the Buyback information line 
on 1300 585 271 from within Australia or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside Australia. 

1.11. What is the Deemed Market Value? 

The Deemed Market Value will be calculated as the volume weighted average price (VWAP) of Shares 
traded on the IMB Market over the 10 days on which Shares trade prior to the announcement of the 
Buyback adjusted for the movement in the S&P/ASX 200 index from the date of announcement of the 
Buyback to the Closing Date adjusted upwards by applying the Upward Adjustment as necessary.  

See Section 3.3 for further details of how the Deemed Market Value will be calculated. 

 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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1.12. How will I know if my Tender has been received? 

You can check if your Tender has been received by contacting the Buyback information line on 1300 
585 271 from within Australia or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside Australia.  Please note that the receipt of 
your Tender does not mean that your Tender has been accepted. 

1.13. Will all the Shares I tender be bought back? 

The success of your Tender will depend on your Tender Discount/s to the Deemed Market Value at 
which you offer to sell your Shares, and the number of Shares and Tender Discounts set out in the 
Tenders lodged by other Eligible Participants.  There is no guarantee that all, or even some, of the 
Shares you tender will be bought back. 

In the event that there are more Shares tendered at the Buyback Discount than IMB determines to buy 
back, a scale back will occur (see Sections 1.15 and 1.16 for further details). 

By submitting a Final Price Tender, some, if not all, of the Shares you tender will be bought back. 

The success of your Tender will also depend on whether a valid Tender Form has been submitted. 

1.14. How will I know how many of my Shares have been bought back? 

On or before 20 December 2017, IMB expects to send all Eligible Participants who have tendered 
Shares into the Buyback a statement notifying them of the number of Shares (if any) that have been 
bought back.  Where Tenders have been successful, the statement will confirm the date that the 
Buyback proceeds are expected to be credited to your nominated account as outlined in Section 1.21. 

Shareholder Members can also call the Buyback information line on 1300 585 271 from within Australia 
or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside Australia after 9.00am (Sydney time) on 20 December 2017 to find out if 
their Tenders have been successful. 

1.15. How will IMB determine successful Tenders and any scale back? 

For each Eligible Participant, the rules for the Tender process are set out below and worked examples 
are shown in Section 1.16. 

If the Buyback Discount is between 0% and 12% inclusive 

Your Tender Will it be successful? 

Tender Discount greater than Buyback Discount or 
Tender is a Final Price Tender 

Yes – Tender accepted in full with no scale back  

Tender Discount equal to Buyback Discount Yes – but Tender may be subject to scale back: 

- Priority Parcel is bought back from each Eligible 
Participant 

- Small Residual Holdings are accepted in full 

- All other Tenders are accepted but will be scaled 

back on a pro-rata basis (with fractions of Shares 

rounded down to the nearest Share) 

Tender Discount less than Buyback Discount No – Tender rejected in full 
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If the Buyback Discount is 14% 

Tender submitted Will it be successful? 

Tender Discount equal to Buyback Discount or 
Tender is a Final Price Tender 

Yes – but Tender may be subject to scale back: 

- Priority Parcel is bought back from each Eligible 
Participant 

- Small Residual Holdings are accepted in full 

- All other Tenders are accepted but will be scaled 

back on a pro-rata basis (with fractions of Shares 

rounded down to the nearest Share) 

Tender Discount less than Buyback Discount No – Tender rejected in full 

 
 

What is a Priority Parcel? 

IMB will buy back the first 250 Shares successfully tendered by each Eligible Participant or such lesser 
number of Shares determined to be the Priority Parcel as required to ensure IMB does not buy back 
more than $13 million worth of Shares or Shares representing more than 10% of the smallest number, 
at any time during the last 12 months, of voting rights attaching to voting Shares.  If you hold less than 
the Priority Parcel and your Tender is successful, then all of your tendered Shares will be bought back. 

What is a scale back? 

IMB will need to apply a scale back if the number of Shares tendered at Tender Discounts greater than 
or equal to the Buyback Discount and as Final Price Tenders exceeds $13 million or would result in IMB 
buying back Shares representing more than 10% of the smallest number, at any time during the last 
12 months, of votes attaching to voting Shares.  IMB expects to announce details of any scale back at 
or before 6.00pm on 19 December 2017.  

The scale back of Shares tendered will be undertaken on a pro-rata basis.  Priority Parcels and Small 
Residual Holdings (refer below) will not be subject to scale back. 

What is a Small Residual Holding? 

A Small Residual Holding is a holding of Shares which would occur where an Eligible Participant 
tendered all of its Shares at one or more Tender Discounts greater than or equal to the Buyback 
Discount and/or as a Final Price Tender and would be left with less than 100 Shares as a result of a 
scale back.  No scale back will apply to Tenders which would result in a Small Residual Holding and all 
Shares will be bought back. 

1.16. How will a scale back affect my Tender 

Details of any scale back are expected to be announced at or before 6.00pm on 19 December 2017.  If, 
due to a scale back, the number of Shares bought back includes a fraction, the actual number of Shares 
bought back will be rounded down. 

The following four examples illustrate how a scale back may affect Tenders by Eligible Participants: 

 Examples 1, 2 and 3 illustrate Tenders by Shareholder Members that each have a single beneficial 
holding of Shares (i.e. each Shareholder Member is a single Eligible Participant); and 

 Example 4 illustrates a Tender where a Shareholder Member has multiple holdings of Shares (i.e. 
there is a separate Eligible Participant in respect of each beneficial holding of Shares) (refer to 
Section 4.4 for further details). 
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The examples are for illustrative purposes only.  Eligible Participants should not rely on the discounts 
used as being the actual Buyback Discount, or the scale back percentages used as being the actual 
scale back percentage, under the Buyback. 

Example 1 - Buyback Discount of 14% and a 35% scale back, single beneficial holding of Shares 
 

 
Share- 
holding 

Shares 
tendered 

Shares 
untendered 

Tender 
Discount 

Tender 
partially or 

fully 
successful 

Small 
Residual 
Holding  

Shares 
bought 

back 

Share- 
holding 

post 
Buyback 

Bob 350 350 - 14% Yes Yes 350 - 

Fred 6,000 
100 

4,800 
1,100 

Final 
12% 

Yes 
No 

No 
100 

- 
5,900 

Jane 6,000 
3,000 
2,000 

1,000 
12% 

0% 

No 
No 

No 
- 

- 
6,000 

Mary 450 
340 
110 

- 
Final 
12% 

Yes 
No 

No 
308 

- 
142 

Michael 1,000 1,000 - 0% No No - 1,000 

Sam 450 
310 
125 

15 
14% 
12% 

Yes 
No 

No 
289 

- 
161 

 

Example 1 - Rationale 

Bob The 350 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full and not subject to scale 

back even though it is at the Buyback Discount (14%): 

 250 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel 

 the remaining 100 Shares are bought back in full as a Small Residual Holding because a scale back 
would leave Bob with 35 Shares (35% of 100) (i.e. less than 100 Shares) and Bob has tendered all 
his shares at Tender Discounts at or greater than the Buyback Discount and/or as a Final Price 
Tender 

Fred The 100 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as a Priority Parcel 

The 4,800 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

1,100 Shares were left untendered 

Jane The 3,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

The 2,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

1,000 Shares were left untendered 

Mary The 340 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are subject to scale back as the Buyback Discount is 

14%: 

 250 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel 

 a scale back applies to the remaining 90 Shares and 58 are bought back (90 less 35% of 90) 

The 110 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

Michael The 1,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

Sam The 310 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to scale 

back: 

 250 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel 

 a scale back applies to the remaining 60 Shares and 39 are bought back (60 less 35% of 60) 

The 125 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (14%) 

15 Shares were left untendered  
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Example 2 - Buyback Discount of 12% and a 50% scale back, single beneficial holding of Shares 
 

 
Share- 
holding 

Shares 
tendered 

Shares 
untendered 

Tender 
Discount 

Tender 
partially or 

fully 
successful 

Small 
Residual 
Holding  

Shares 
bought 

back 

Share- 
holding 

post 
Buyback 

Bob 350 350 - 14% Yes No 350 - 

Fred 6,000 
100 

4,800 
1,100 

Final 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
100 

2,475 
3,425 

Jane 6,000 
3,000 
2,000 

1,000 
12% 
0% 

Yes 
No No 

1,625 

- 
4,375 

Mary 450 
340 
110 

- 
Final 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
340 
110 

- 

Michael 1,000 1,000 - 0% No No - 1,000 

Sam 450 
310 
125 

15 
14% 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
310 
62 

78 

 

Example 2 - Rationale 

Bob The 350 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

Fred The 100 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender and 

the Buyback Discount is not 14% 

The 4,800 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 150 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel (a total of 250 Shares including the 100 Shares 
tendered as a Final Price Tender) 

 a scale back applies to the remaining 4,650 Shares and 2,325 are bought back (4,650 less 50% of 
4,650) 

1,100 Shares were left untendered  

Jane The 3,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 250 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel 

 a scale back applies to the remaining 2,750 Shares and 1,375 are bought back (2,750 less 50% of 
2,750) 

The 2,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

1,000 Shares were left untendered 

Mary The 340 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender and 

the Buyback Discount is not 14% 

The 110 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are bought back in 

full: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been bought back  

 55 Shares are bought back as part of the 50% scale back (110 less 50% of 110 Shares) 

 the remaining 55 Shares are bought back in full as a Small Residual Holding because the scale back 
left Mary with 55 Shares (50% of 110) (i.e. less than 100 Shares) and Mary has tendered all her 
Shares at Tender Discounts at or greater than the Buyback Discount and/or as a Final Price Tender  

Michael The 1,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0% are not bought back as the Tender Discount is 

less than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

Sam The 310 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

The 125 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to scale 

back: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been bought back  

 a scale back applies to the 125 Shares and 62 are bought back (125 less 50% of 125) 

15 Shares were left untendered  

Note: There is no Small Residual Holding as a result of the scale back in Sam’s tender even though he is 

left with a non-voting parcel of Shares after the scale back (78 Shares being the 15 Shares untendered 
and 63 Shares left after the scale back of his tender of 125 Shares at 12%) because Sam did not tender 
all his Shares at Tender Discounts at or greater than the Buyback Discount and/or as a Final Price 
Tender (i.e. 15 Shares were not tendered into the Buyback) 
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Example 3 - Buyback Discount of 0% and a 50% scale back, single beneficial holding of Shares 
 

 
Share- 
holding 

Shares 
tendered 

Shares 
untendered 

Tender 
Discount 

Tender 
partially or 

fully 
successful 

Small 
Residual 
Holding  

Shares 
bought 

back 

Share- 
holding 

post 
Buyback 

Bob 350 350 - 14% Yes No 350 - 

Fred 6,000 
100 

4,800 
1,100 

Final 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
100 

4,800 
1,100 

Jane 6,000 
3,000 
2,000 

1,000 
12% 
0% 

Yes 
Yes No 

3,000 

1,000 
2,000 

Mary 450 
340 
110 

- 
Final 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
340 
110 

- 

Michael 1,000 1,000 - 0% Yes No 625 375 

Sam 450 
310 
125 

15 
14% 
12% 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
310 
125 

15 

 

Example 3 - Rationale 

Bob The 350 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

Fred The 100 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender  

The 4,800 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount 

is greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

1,100 Shares were left untendered  

Jane The 3,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount 

is greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

The 2,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0% being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been bought back  

 a scale back applies to the 2,000 Shares and 1,000 are bought back (2,000 less 50% of 2,000) 

1,000 Shares were left untendered 

Mary The 340 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender and 

the Buyback Discount is not 14%   

The 110 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

Michael The 1,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 0%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back 

  250 Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel 

 a scale back applies to the remaining 750 Shares and 375 are bought back (750 less 50% of 750)  

Sam The 310 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

The 125 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount 12% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount is 

greater than the Buyback Discount (0%) 

15 Shares were left untendered  

Note: There is no Small Residual Holding as a result of the scale back in Sam’s tender even though he is 

left with a non-voting parcel of Shares after the scale back (being the 15 Shares untendered) because 
Sam did not tender all his Shares at Tender Discounts at or greater than the Buyback Discount and/or as 
a Final Price Tender (i.e. 15 Shares were not tendered into the Buyback) 
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Example 4 - Buyback Discount of 12% and a 50% scale back, multiple beneficial holdings of 
Shares 
 
In this example, Sue Smith is a Shareholder Member who has a total shareholding of 7,910 Shares 
through four separate beneficial holdings being an individual account, a joint account, and two trustee 
accounts for different beneficiaries.  As a result, Sue Smith can tender as four Eligible Participants (refer 
to Section 4.4 for further details). 

 
Share- 
holding 

Shares 
tendered 

Shares 
untendered 

Tender 
Discount 

Tender 
partially or 

fully 
successful 

Small 
Residual 
Holding  

Shares 
bought 

back 

Share- 
holding 

post 
Buyback 

Sue Smith 

(individual 
account) 

5,000 5,000 - 14% Yes No 5,000 - 

Sue Smith 
and James 
Smith 

(joint 
account) 

2,000 

400 

400 

1,200 

- 

Final  

12% 

10% 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

400 

200 

- 

1,400 

Sue Smith 

(trustee 
account for 
Jack Smith) 

500 
380 

120 
- 

14% 

12% 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

380 

120 
- 

Sue Smith 

(trustee 
account for 
Jill Smith) 

410 
300 

100 
10 

Final 

12% 

Yes 

Yes 
No 

300 

50 
60 

Sue Smith 
(Total) 

7,910 7,900 10    6,450 1,460 

 
Example 4 – Rationale 

Sue Smith 

(individual 
account) 

The 5,000 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender 

Discount is greater than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

Sue Smith 
and James 
Smith 

(joint 
account) 

The 400 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender 

and the Buyback Discount is not 14% 

The 400 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been bought 
back 

 a scale back applies to the 400 Shares and 200 are bought back (400 less 50% of 400) 

The 1,200 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 10% are not bought back as the Tender Discount 

is less than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

Sue Smith 

(trustee 
account for 
Jack Smith) 

The 380 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 14% are bought back in full as the Tender Discount 

is greater than the Buyback Discount (12%) 

The 120 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been bought 
back 

 a scale back applies to the 120 Shares and 60 Shares are bought back (120 less 50% of 120) 

 the remaining 60 Shares are bought back in full because the scale back left this Eligible 
Participant with 60 Shares (50% of 120) (i.e. less than 100 Shares) and the Eligible Participant 
had tendered all their Shares in this beneficial holding at Tender Discounts at or greater than the 
Buyback Discount and/or as a Final Price Tender 
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Sue Smith 

(trustee 
account for 
Jill Smith) 

The 300 Shares tendered as a Final Price Tender are bought back in full as it is a Final Price Tender 

and the Buyback Discount is not 14% 

The 100 Shares tendered at a Tender Discount of 12%, being the Buyback Discount, are subject to 

scale back: 

 no Shares are bought back as a Priority Parcel because 250 Shares have already been 
bought back 

 50 Shares are bought back as part of the 50% scale back (50% of 100 Shares) 

10 Shares were left untendered 

Note: There is no Small Residual Holding as a result of the scale back in this Tender even though 

this Eligible Participant is left with a non-voting parcel of Shares after the scale back (60 Shares being 
the 10 Shares untendered and 50 Shares left after the scale back of the Tender of 100 Shares at 
12%) because the Eligible Participant did not tender all their Shares in this beneficial holding at 
Tender Discounts at or greater than the Buyback Discount and/or as a Final Price Tender (i.e. 10 
Shares were not tendered into the Buyback) 

 
1.17. How does the Buyback compare to selling my Shares on the IMB Market?  

The difference between the Buyback and selling Shares on the IMB Market will depend on the individual 
circumstances of each Eligible Participant. 

You may be able to sell your Shares for a higher price on the IMB Market.  However, you will have to 
pay to IMB the share trading administration fee if you sell your Shares on the IMB Market.  You will not 
have to pay to IMB the share trading administration fee if you sell your Shares into the Buyback. 

The trading price of Shares on the IMB Market may be, or may move, higher than the Buyback 
Price during the Tender Period.  It may also vary significantly in the future.  By conducting the 
Buyback, IMB is not making any recommendation or giving any advice on the value of its Shares, or 
whether (or how) you should sell your Shares. 

Before you decide what to do with your Shares, IMB recommends that you seek your own professional 
advice (including taxation advice).  You can also access the IMB Share Buyback Calculator on the IMB 
website at www.imb.com.au which will calculate the tax consequences of the Buyback for you based on 
a number of assumptions that you provide. 

1.18. How do I participate in the Buyback? 

Step 1 – Decide how many Shares you wish to tender 

To participate in the Buyback, you first need to consider how many Shares you wish to tender. 

The personalised Tender Form accompanying this Booklet sets out the maximum number of Shares 
you can tender into the Buyback.  The total number of Shares you tender must not be greater than the 
number in Box A of your Tender Form.   

If you hold 250 Shares or less and you wish to tender Shares into the Buyback, you will be deemed to 
have offered to tender all of your Shares into the Buyback at the same Tender Discount or as a Final 
Price Tender. 

You do not have to tender all of your Shares, but if you leave less than 100 Shares untendered, you 
may lose your eligibility to vote based on your shareholding. You may, however, still be entitled to vote 
at a general meeting of Members based on your deposit holding (refer to the voting eligibility 
requirements set out in Section 2.7). 

Once you have tendered Shares in the Buyback, you must not sell or offer to sell those Shares before 
the Buyback Date unless you withdraw or amend your Tender.  

Step 2 – Select your Tender Discount(s) and/or Final Price Tender 

You can: 

 select the Tender Discount(s) at which you are willing to sell your Shares to IMB; and/or 

 submit a Final Price Tender, which is a Tender in which you elect to receive the Buyback Price as 
determined by IMB. 

Your Tender will only be successful if it is at a Tender Discount greater than or equal to the Buyback 
Discount or a Final Price Tender.  Therefore, you will have a greater chance of having your Shares 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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bought back in the Buyback if you tender your Shares at a larger Tender Discount or as a Final Price 
Tender. 

If you hold 250 or fewer Shares, you must tender all your Shares and choose only one Tender Discount 
or a Final Price Tender.  If you hold more than 250 Shares, you must tender at least 250 Shares.  You 
may tender Shares at one or more Tender Discount(s) and/or as a Final Price Tender, provided at least 
100 Shares are tendered at each Tender Discount you select and/or as a Final Price Tender. 

Step 3 – Submission of Tenders 

Complete the Tender Form you received with this booklet. 

Return the completed and signed Tender Form in the enclosed reply paid envelope (within Australia) or 
by fax to IMB by no later than 5.00pm (Sydney time) on the Closing Date. 

Mailing address:  IMB Ltd Off-Market Buyback 
PO Box 2077 
Wollongong NSW 2500 

Fax:  61 2 4227 9147 

1.19. Can I withdraw or amend my Tender? 

Once you have submitted a Tender, you may only withdraw or amend your Tender by obtaining a 
Tender Withdrawal/Amendment Form and following the procedures set out below. 

A copy of the Tender Withdrawal/Amendment Form is available on the IMB website at www.imb.com.au 
or from any IMB branch. 

Withdrawal of Tenders 

You may withdraw your Tender by ticking the "Withdrawal Box" on the Tender Withdrawal/Amendment 
Form, completing your Eligible Participant details, signing the form and sending it to IMB at the address 
provided so that it is received by no later than 5.00pm (Sydney time) on the Closing Date.  You may not 
withdraw your Tender after this time. 

Amendment of Tenders 

If you wish to change the terms of your Tender, you must tick the "Amendment Box" on the Tender 
Withdrawal/Amendment Form, complete your Eligible Participant details, complete the details of your 
revised Tender on that form in accordance with the instructions shown on it and send it to IMB as 
specified above. 

The effect of submitting a Tender Withdrawal/Amendment Form will be to withdraw your previous 
Tender in favour of your replacement Tender (if any).  On the Tender Withdrawal/Amendment Form you 
will need to complete the details of your revised Tender as if you had not previously submitted a Tender 
and ensure the form is received by IMB no later than 5.00pm (Sydney time) on the Closing Date. 

1.20. How can I obtain replacement Tender Forms? 

If you require replacement Tender Forms, please call 1300 585 271 from within Australia or 61 2 4298 
0190 from outside Australia. 

1.21. How will I receive payment for Shares bought back? 

IMB will credit your nominated bank account with the Buyback proceeds.  The nominated bank account 
will be the account to which your dividends are paid.  You are taken to have accepted the risks 
associated with the payment.  

If you have an existing direct credit authority for the payment of dividends, by submitting your Tender 
Form you authorise IMB to pay your Buyback proceeds into your nominated bank account. 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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If you wish to have your Buyback proceeds credited to a different bank account, you must complete and 
submit a Dividend Payment Method – Change Notice which you can obtain by calling IMB on 1300 585 
271 within Australia or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside Australia. This form can be also be found on IMB’s 
website at www.imb.com.au. IMB must receive your direct credit authority form before 5.00pm (Sydney 
time) on the Closing Date. 

Please note that if you choose to complete a Dividend Payment Method – Change Notice, your 
nominated bank account details in that form will be used for the payment of the Buyback proceeds and 
will be taken to be your nominated bank account for future payments (including dividends) by IMB to 
you. 

Direct credit advices will be mailed to your address as shown on the IMB share register at 5.00pm 
(Sydney time) on the Closing Date at your own risk.  It is your responsibility to inform IMB of any 
changes to your contact details.  Direct credit payments are expected to be processed on 20 December 
2017.  Payment to your nominated account will satisfy IMB's obligation to pay you for any Shares 
bought back. 

1.22. Can I trade my Shares after submitting a Tender? 

Once you have tendered Shares in the Buyback, you must not sell or offer to sell those Shares before 
the Buyback Date unless you withdraw or amend your Tender.   

If you sell Shares after you submit a Tender Form, you must ensure that you hold at least the number of 
Shares you have tendered at the close of the Tender Period. 

If you sell any Shares after you submit a Tender such that at the Buyback Date you do not hold at least 
the number of Shares you successfully tendered, IMB may, in its absolute discretion, reject your Tender 
in its entirety or treat the Tender as if you had tendered the number of Shares held by you at the Closing 
Date (see Section 4.13 for further details). 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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2. Effect of the Buyback on IMB 

2.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this Section 2 is to identify significant issues for Eligible Participants to consider in 
relation to the Buyback. 

Before deciding whether to participate in the Buyback, Eligible Participants should carefully consider the 
factors discussed below, as well as the other information contained in this Booklet. 

2.2. Financial and operating performance 

On 23 August 2017, IMB announced its results for the year ended 30 June 2017.  IMB’s performance 
remains solid in a market that continues to be challenged by low consumer confidence and strong 
competition for retail funds and lending.  The financial highlights were: 

 net profit after tax of $27.5 million; 

 increase in net interest income of 6.4% to $110.4 million (over the previous corresponding period); 

 total assets increased to $5.7 billion; 

 growth in deposit funds of 12.3% to $4.8 billion;  

 balance sheet strength maintained with the capital ratio at 16.6%  

 liquidity ratio well above regulatory requirements; 

 the residential loan book performed well with mortgage arrears remaining below national averages 
in all categories; and 

 IMB declared a fully franked final dividend of 9 cents per share. 

In addition, IMB remained committed to its Members and the communities in which it operates by: 

 Opening a new branch in Menai, and upgrading a number of branches in our network; 

 Introducing e-statements; 

 Issuing EMV compliant chip Cashcards for enhanced security with tap-and-go functionality; 

 welcoming eight new financial services trainees to a new career at IMB.  Over the past 12 years we 
have helped more than 112 young people to further their qualifications 

 continued financial support of the communities in which IMB operates through the IMB Community 
Foundation and the Shire Community Foundation. 
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2.3. Impact of the Buyback on IMB's financial position 

The table below sets out IMB’s consolidated balance sheet as at 30 June 2017 assuming $13 million 
worth of Shares are bought back.  

The amount by which the Buyback Price exceeds the amount debited to share capital ($1.17 per share) 
will be debited to retained earnings.  For example, if the Buyback Price is $4.50 per Share an amount of 
$3.77 per Share will be debited to retained earnings. 

$ millions 
Reported as at 
30 June 20175 

Pro Forma 
adjustment for 

Buyback1,4 

Pro Forma as at 
30 June 2017 

Assets 

   Cash and available for sale investments 1,041.0 (13.0) 1,028.0 

Loans and receivables to ADIs 334.0  334.0 

Loans and receivables to members 4,312.1  4,312.1 

Other assets 26.5 

 

26.5 

Total assets 5,713.6 (13.0) 5,700.6 

Liabilities 

   Deposits 4,795.3 

 

4,795.3 

Securitised loans funding 430.6 

 

430.6 

Interest bearing liabilities 116.5 

 

116.5 

Other liabilities 41.0 

 

41.0 

Total liabilities 5,383.4   5,383.4 

Net assets 330.2 (13.0) 317.2 

Equity 

   Contributed capital2 33.3 (3.4)3 29.9 

Reserves 47.6 

 

47.6 

Retained earnings 249.3 (9.6)3 239.7 

Total equity 330.2 (13.0) 317.2 

1. Pro-forma calculations assume the Buyback Price is $4.50 and the number of Shares bought back is 2.9 
million.  The pro forma calculations are illustrative only.  You should not rely on this price as being the 
Buyback Price.  Refer to Section 1.10 for an explanation of how the Buyback Price will be determined. 

2.  Contributed capital consists of ordinary shares in IMB only. 

3.  Assuming a Buyback Price of $4.50, $1.17 per Share of the Buyback Price will be debited to share capital and 
the balance of $3.33 per Share will be debited to retained earnings. 

4.  Incidental costs of the Buyback have been excluded as they are not significant to the pro forma calculation. 

5. Includes Sutherland Credit Union Ltd which merged with IMB on 1 July 2016. 

 

2.4. How will the Buyback be funded? 

The Buyback will be funded from IMB’s existing cash and equivalents.  As at 30 June 2017, IMB had 
$65.2 million of cash and equivalents and in excess of $1 billion in liquid investments. 

2.5. Impact of the Buyback on key financial indicators and capital ratios 

IMB intends to maintain a capital adequacy ratio of at least 15%.  Based on the pro forma balance sheet 
set out in Section 2.3 above, the capital adequacy ratio would fall by 0.6 percentage points as a result of 
the Buyback.  However: 

 the capital adequacy ratio remains well above regulatory requirements; and 
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 as the number of Shares will fall following the Buyback, it will reduce the amount of retained 
earnings that is paid out in future dividends, resulting in a strengthening of IMB’s capital base over 
time.  

IMB has no reason to expect that it will not remain solvent or be unable to pay its debts as and when 
they fall due following the Buyback, irrespective of the level of acceptance of the Buyback.  The 
Directors will not proceed with the Buyback unless they are satisfied that the Buyback would not 
materially adversely affect the financial position of IMB. 

2.6. Impact of the Buyback on IMB's issued shares 

As at 30 September 2017, IMB had 28.4 million Shares held by 3,393 Shareholder Members. 

Assuming $13 million worth of Shares are bought back, the table below sets out the number of Shares 
which would be bought back at different Buyback Prices.  This table is illustrative only and should not be 
relied on as being the number of Shares which will be bought back under the Buyback.  All Shares that 
IMB buys back will be cancelled.  

Discount 
Buyback Price assuming 

Deemed Market Value of $5.00 
per Share 

Number of Shares bought back 
(millions)1 

0% $5.00 2.60 

2% $4.90 2.65 

4% $4.80 2.71 

6% $4.70 2.77 

8% $4.60 2.83 

10% $4.50 2.89 

12% $4.40 2.95 

14% $4.30 3.02 

1. The number of Shares IMB will buy back will not exceed 10% of the smallest number, at any time during the 
last 12 months, of votes attaching to voting Shares. 

2.7. Impact of the Buyback on control of IMB 

A Member’s entitlement to vote is set out in Articles 12.24 and 12.25 IMB’s constitution which provide as 
follows: 

Article 12.24 

“Subject to Article 12.25 and any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or 
classes of shares and irrespective of the number of accounts or shares held or whether the 
person is the primary joint Member: 

(a) on a show of hands, each Member presently in person and each other person present 
as a proxy, attorney or Representative of a Member has one vote; and 

(b) on a poll, each Member present in person has one vote and each person present as 
proxy or attorney or Representative of a Member has one vote for each Member that 
the person represents.” 

Article 12.25 

“Subject to the rights and restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of 
shares, a Member is entitled to attend a meeting but is only entitled to vote at the meeting if: 

(a) the Member has held the minimum amount of $250 on deposit with the Company 
continuously for a period of at least 90 days immediately preceding the relevant 
meeting; or 

(b) the Member is the holder of at least 100 fully paid shares.”   
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All Members are entitled to vote on a resolution provided they meet one of the requirements set out in 
Article 12.25 above.   

It is only when different classes of Members are required to vote on a resolution (such as when there is 
a resolution to amend IMB’s constitution or where there is a scheme of arrangement) that Shareholder 
Members would vote as a separate class of Members on the relevant resolution. 

The Buyback is likely to reduce the number of Shareholder Members that hold at least 100 fully paid 
Shares.  As at 30 September 2017 there were approximately 193,000 Members of which 3,393 were 
Shareholder Members.  Of those Shareholder Members 3,327 would have been entitled to vote by 
virtue of Article 12.25(b) of IMB’s constitution.  This is a relatively small subset of the total number of 
Members that would normally be entitled to vote. 

The Buyback will not have any impact on control of IMB where a Member vote is required.  While the 
number of Shareholder Members is likely to fall as a result of the Buyback, these former Shareholder 
Members will still be entitled to vote as Members provided that they continue to meet the Member voting 
eligibility requirements.  IMB will still need to meet the requirement of at least 50% of votes in favour of a 
general resolution and at least 75% of votes in favour of a special resolution to have a resolution 
passed. 

The Buyback will also not have any impact on control of IMB where a Shareholder Member class vote is 
required.   The Buyback will simply reduce the total number of Shareholder Members that are entitled to 
vote on that class resolution.  As a consequence of the Buyback, the maximum reduction in votes which 
may be cast on a class resolution is 332 (being 10% of 3,327).  No Shareholder Member’s voting power 
is increased as a result of the Buyback.  Each Shareholder Member will continue to have one vote 
(provided that they meet the Shareholder Member voting eligibility requirements) even though the total 
number of Shares will be reduced.  There will be a smaller number of Shareholder Members that are 
entitled to vote on the resolution. IMB will still need to meet the requirement of at least 50% of class 
votes in favour of a general resolution and at least 75% of class votes in favour of a special resolution to 
have a class resolution passed. 

2.8. Impact of the Buyback on IMB’s franking account 

As at 30 June 2017, IMB had a franking account balance of approximately $109.9 million. 

The amount of franking credits that will be utilised in the Buyback will not be known until the Buyback 
Price and the total value of the Buyback are determined.  By way of illustration, assuming $13 million 
worth of Shares are bought back at a Buyback Price of $4.50, approximately $4.1 million of franking 
credits would be utilised.  In any event, IMB expects to be able to continue to fully frank its dividends for 
the foreseeable future. 

2.9. Will IMB’s dividend guideline be changed as a result of the Buyback? 

The dividend guideline will not be changed as a result of the Buyback. 

2.10. What is the trading price of IMB Shares? 

IMB is not listed on an official stock exchange.  IMB operates its own independent trading facility for 
Shares under both an Australian Market Licence and Clearing and Settlement Facility Licence in 
accordance with the Corporations Act 2001 (the IMB Market).  The VWAP of Shares is disclosed on the 
IMB website at www.imb.com.au. 

The weekly VWAP of Shares at market close on 30 September 2017 was $4.95.  Below is a graph of 
the weekly VWAP of Shares since the Shares first traded on 1 September 1989 (adjusted for the 2-for-1 
share split on 26 October 1999). The past performance of Shares should not be taken as an indicator of 
future performance. 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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IMB – Share Price Trading History 

 

The highest and lowest weekly VWAP for Shares and the six month VWAP over the past five years are 
set out below: 

Period Weekly VWAP low Weekly VWAP High VWAP for period 

Jul to Sep 2017 4.84 5.07 4.99 

Jan to Jun 2017 4.82 5.04 4.94 

Jul to Dec 2016 5.44 5.79 5.57 

Jan to Jun 2016 5.22 5.49 5.36 

Jul to Dec 2015 5.15 5.54 5.32 

Jan to Jun 2015 5.10 5.45 5.25 

Jul to Dec 2014 4.93 5.15 5.05 

Jan to Jun 2014 4.90 5.06 4.96 

Jul to Dec 2013 4.25 4.92 4.54 

Jan to Jun 2013 3.91 4.52 4.18 

Jul to Dec 2012 3.15 3.82 3.35 

2.11. Can directors and senior management participate in the Buyback? 

IMB directors and senior management who hold Shares are entitled to participate in the Buyback. 
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3. Australian Tax Implications for Eligible Participants 

 
 
3.1. Australian tax implications for Eligible Participants 

The following information is intended only as a general summary of the Australian income tax 
implications for Australian resident and non-resident Eligible Participants who participate in the 
Buyback.  These comments do not apply to Eligible Participants that hold Shares on revenue account, 
who are professional share traders or who have made an election under the taxation of financial 
arrangements (TOFA) regime that affects the recognition of gains and losses in respect of their Shares.  
The taxation consequences of the Buyback for these Eligible Participants may differ considerably from 
those set out in this summary. 

This summary is provided only as a guide and is not intended to be advice and should not be relied 
upon by Eligible Participants as such.  Accordingly, it is important that Eligible Participants seek 
independent taxation advice based on their own specific circumstances on the relevant income tax 
implications of participating in the Buyback.  Eligible Participants can also access the IMB Share 
Buyback Calculator on the IMB Website at www.imb.com.au which will calculate the tax consequences 
of the Buyback for you based on a number of assumptions that you provide. 
 
This discussion is based on Australian income tax laws as at 27 October 2017.  These laws, and their 
interpretation by the Courts and the ATO, are subject to change at any time, including potentially with 
retrospective effect. 

3.2. Overview 

The ATO has provided a draft class ruling indicating that for Australian tax purposes, the Buyback Price 
will comprise a capital component of $1.171, with the remainder treated as a dividend which will be fully 
franked.  The ATO will not issue a class ruling in final binding form until after the Buyback is complete.  
Although not anticipated, it is possible that the binding class ruling issued by the ATO following the 
Buyback may express a view that differs from that indicated in the draft class ruling and hence the draft 
class ruling cannot be relied upon. 

3.3. Buyback Price and Deemed Market Value 

The Buyback Price will be determined by applying the Buyback Discount selected by IMB under the 
tender process to the Deemed Market Value.  See Section 1.10 for further details. 

For the purposes of the Buyback, the Deemed Market Value2 will be calculated as: 

Deemed Market Value = $4.85 x (S&P/ASX 200 index on the Closing Date) 
5,919.9 

Where: 

 $4.85 was the VWAP of Shares traded on the IMB Market over the 10 days on which Shares 
traded prior to the announcement of the Buyback; and 

 5,919.9 was the opening level of the S&P/ASX200 index on the date of announcement of the 
Buyback. 

                                                      
 
1  Note that in accordance with the ATO draft class ruling, the expected Sale Consideration for capital gains tax purposes 

will be the capital component of $1.17 plus the difference between the Buyback Price and the Deemed Market Value 
(i.e. the Buyback Discount). 

2  The Deemed Market Value may be adjusted upwards by applying the Upward Adjustment as necessary. 

The tax consequences of participating in the Buyback will vary depending on your 
circumstances.  It is important that you consult with your tax adviser regarding your 

individual circumstances 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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If the movement in the S&P/ASX 200 Index is significantly different to the movement in the Share price 
on the IMB Share Market over the relevant period, IMB may approach the ATO to seek to vary the 
methodology used to determine the Deemed Market Value. 
 
If the Buyback Price is greater than the Deemed Market Value, for income tax purposes, a portion of the 
dividend component equal to the difference between the Buyback Price and the Deemed Market Value 
would be deemed to be an unfranked dividend.  IMB does not intend to buy back any Shares for an 
amount in excess of the Deemed Market Value. 
 
If the Buyback Price is less than the Deemed Market Value, for capital gains tax purposes participants 
in the Buyback are expected to be deemed to have disposed of each Share for a Sale Consideration 
equal to the capital component of the Buyback Price plus the amount by which the Deemed Market 
Value exceeds the Buyback Price (the Buyback Discount).  As the Buyback Price will be less than the 
Deemed Market Value by the amount of the Buyback Discount, this will apply to participants in the 
Buyback.  This is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4 below. 
 
IMB does not intend to buy back any IMB shares for a price that is less than the notional amount which 
incorporates the ‘maximum acceptable level of discount’ in line with the Commissioner of Taxation’s 
practice set out in Law Administration Practice Statement PS LA 2007/9. 
 
3.4. Capital Component and Sale Consideration 

On the basis of the ATO draft class ruling, as the Buyback Price may be less than the Deemed Market 
Value by the amount of the Buyback Discount (if any), the Sale Consideration for capital gains tax 
purposes is expected to be the capital component of $1.17 plus the Buyback Discount (if any). 
 
Corporate entities that make a loss on the sale of Shares into the Buyback may have their Sale 
Consideration adjusted for tax purposes. You should seek your own tax advice which contemplates your 
particular circumstances. 
 
(a) Australian Resident Eligible Participants 

If you are an Australian resident Eligible Participant, you could make a capital gain or capital loss on 
sale of your Shares into the Buyback. 

An Eligible Participant will make a capital gain to the extent that the Sale Consideration exceeds the 
cost base of the Shares disposed of under the Buyback.  Conversely an Eligible Participant will make a 
capital loss where the Sale Consideration is less than the cost base of the Shares disposed of under the 
Buyback.   

Generally, the Eligible Participant’s cost base for the Shares will include the amount the Eligible 
Participant paid to acquire the Shares, plus any incidental costs of acquisition, for example, stamp duty 
and brokerage, and adjusted for any capital reductions, issues of bonus Shares or any incidental costs 
of disposal. 

A capital gain may be reduced where an Eligible Participant has held their Shares for more than 12 
months: 

 in the case of an individual or trust the capital gain is reduced by a discount of 50%; and 

 in the case of complying superannuation fund the capital gain is reduced by a discount of 33.33%. 

The CGT discount will not apply if the Eligible Participant is a company or has held their Shares for 
12 months or less. 
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(b) Non-Resident Eligible Participants 

A non-resident Eligible Participant that holds their Shares on capital account may disregard any capital 
gain or capital loss arising in respect of the disposal of the Shares where the Shares do not qualify as 
Taxable Australian Property.  The Shares should not qualify as Taxable Australian Property and, 
accordingly, should not be subject to CGT because of one of the following: 

 a non-resident Eligible Participant has not, together with their Associates, held 10% or more of the 
Shares for a period of 12 months at any time during the previous 24 months; or 

 a majority of IMB’s assets (measured by market value and including “indirect Australian real 
property interests”) are not interests in Australian real property and therefore any Shares are not 
indirect interests in Australian real property. 

However, a non-resident Eligible Participant should obtain independent Australian tax advice in respect 
of the CGT treatment where any Shares have been used at any time in carrying on a business through 
a permanent establishment in Australia or the Eligible Participant chose to disregard a capital gain or 
loss on ceasing to be an Australian resident as a result of an election under section 104-165 of the Tax 
Act. 

3.5. Dividend component 

The dividend component will be equal to the Buyback Price less the capital component of $1.17. 

(a) Australian Resident Eligible Participants 

If you are an Australian resident Eligible Participant, you will be required to include the amount of the 
dividend component in your assessable income. 

On the basis that the Buyback Price will be in accordance with Section 3.3 and does not exceed the 
Deemed Market Value, the dividend component will be fully franked and you may be entitled to the 
benefit of franking credits on the dividend component where certain holding period rules are satisfied.  
Generally, you will satisfy the holding period rules if you acquired the Shares you tender in the Buyback 
by the Record Date and have held those Shares “at risk” for a period of at least 45 clear days (excluding 
the days of acquisition and disposal).  If you are in doubt as to whether this applies to you, please 
consult your tax adviser. 

The holding period rules work on a last-in-first-out basis so that an Eligible Participant will be deemed to 
have disposed of their most recently acquired Shares under the Buyback for the purpose of applying 
those rules. 

If you satisfy the relevant holding period rules, you will be required to include the franking credit in your 
assessable income and you should generally be entitled to a tax offset for the amount of the franking 
credit on the dividend component.  If you are an individual or complying superannuation fund, you 
should generally be entitled to a refund of any franking credits where the franking credits exceed your 
total tax payable.  If you are a tax-exempt entity such as a charitable institution, deductible gift recipient, 
relief fund or prescribed fund, you may be entitled to a refund of the franking credits. 

(b) Non-Resident Eligible Participants 

If you are a non-resident Eligible Participant, you will not be liable to Australian withholding tax on any 
part of the Buyback Price, and will not include the dividend component of the Buyback Price in your 
Australian assessable income unless you hold the Shares through a permanent establishment in 
Australia.  You should seek your own tax advice if you are a non-resident Eligible Participant. 
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3.6. If I participate, what will the after-tax outcome be? 

The after-tax outcome of participating in the Buyback will vary depending on your individual 
circumstances.  Worked examples are provided below.  The illustrative Buyback Price and the 
illustrative cost base used in these examples do not necessarily reflect the actual Buyback Price under 
the Buyback or your individual cost base.  As such, the worked examples will not necessarily reflect the 
actual tax consequences for you if you choose to participate in the Buyback. 

(a) Example of the Australian tax implications of sale of Shares through the Buyback  

 

Methodology 

  Australian resident individuals 

Corporate 
Super  
fund 

$0 – 
$18,200 

$18,201 – 
$37,000 

$37,001 – 
$87,000 

$87,001 – 
$180,000 

$180,001 
and over 

30% tax 
rate9 

15% tax 
rate 

0% tax 
rate 8 

21% tax 
rate 

34.5% tax 
rate 

39% tax 
rate 

47% tax 
rate 

Income tax consequences (dividend) 

Illustrative Deemed Market 
Value1 

A $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 

Illustrative Buyback Price2 B $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 

Less: Capital component C $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 

Assumed dividend 
component 

D = B – C $3.33 $3.33 $3.33 $3.33 $3.33 $3.33 $3.33 

Add: Gross-up for 
franking credits 

E = D x 
30/70 

$1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 

Assessable income3 F = D + E $4.76 $4.76 $4.76 $4.76 $4.76 $4.76 $4.76 

Tax on assessable 
income4 

G = F x 
tax rate 

$1.43 $0.71 - $1.00 $1.64 $1.86 $2.24 

Tax offset for 
franking credits3 

E $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 $1.43 

Net tax offset/(payable)4 H = E – G - $0.72 $1.43 $0.43 ($0.21) ($0.43) ($0.81) 

After-tax dividend 
proceeds1,2,3,4 

I = D + H $3.33 $4.05 $4.76 $3.76 $3.12 $2.90 $2.52 

Capital Gains Tax consequences 

Capital component C $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 

Add: excess Deemed 
Market Value over 
Buyback Price 

J = A – B  $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 

Sale Consideration K = C + J $1.67 $1.67 $1.67 $1.67 $1.67 $1.67 $1.67 

Less: illustrative cost base L $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 

Nominal capital (loss)/gain M = K – L ($2.33) ($2.33) ($2.33) ($2.33) ($2.33) ($2.33) ($2.33) 

Discounted capital 
(loss)/gain 5,6 

N = M x (1 
– discount 

rate) 
($2.33) ($1.56) ($1.17) ($1.17) ($1.17) ($1.17) ($1.17) 

Tax impact of loss/(gain) 6 
O = -N x  
tax rate 

- $0.23 - $0.25 $0.40 $0.46 $0.55 

Add: Capital component C $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 $1.17 

After-tax capital 
proceeds 4,5,6 

P = O + C $1.17 $1.40 $1.17 $1.42 $1.57 $1.63 $1.72 

Total after-tax proceeds 
1,2,3,4,5,6 

Q = I + P $4.50 $5.45 $5.93 $5.18 $4.69 $4.53 $4.24 
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(b) Example of the Australian tax implications of sale of Shares on the IMB Market 

 

Methodology 

  Australian resident individuals 

Corporate 
Super  

fund 

$0 – 

$18,200 

$18,201 – 

$37,000 

$37,001 – 

$87,000 

$87,001 – 

$180,000 

$180,001 

and over 

30% tax 
rate9,9 

15% tax 
rate 

0% tax 
rate 8 

21% tax 
rate 

34.5% 
tax rate 

39% tax 
rate 

47% tax 
rate 

Sale consideration 7 R $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 

Less: illustrative cost 
base 

L $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00 

Nominal capital 
(loss)/gain 

S = R – L $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 

Discounted capital 
(loss)/gain 5,6 

T = S x (1 
– discount 

rate) 
$1.00 $0.67 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 

Tax impact of loss/(gain) 
4 

U = -T x  
tax rate 

($0.30) ($0.10) - ($0.11) ($0.17) ($0.20) ($0.24) 

Total after-tax 
proceeds 4,5,6 

V = R + U $4.70 $4.90 $5.00 $4.89 $4.83 $4.80 $4.76 

 

The tables only apply to Australian resident individual Eligible Participants and complying corporates and 
superannuation funds.  The analysis assumes: 

1. An illustrative Deemed Market Value of $5.00. The actual Deemed Market Value will be determined as 
outlined in Section 3.3.  

2. An illustrative Buyback Discount of 10% to an assumed Deemed Market Value of $5.00. The actual Deemed 
Market Value will be determined as outlined in Section 3.3. 

3. Eligible Participants receive their full entitlement to the franking benefits. 

4. The marginal tax brackets are current as at the date of this Booklet.  The marginal tax rate for individuals with 
a taxable income greater than $18,200 includes the Medicare levy at a rate of 2.0%.  The liability of an 
individual to pay the Medicare Levy also depends on an Eligible Participant’s individual circumstances. 

5. The capital gains discount is 33% for super funds and 50% for Australian resident individuals.  There is no 
capital gains discount for corporates. 

6. Any capital loss as a result of the Buyback should be able to be applied to offset capital gains made in the 
2018 income year or later years (other than for corporates, which are not able to recognise tax benefits arising 
from capital losses as a result of a share buyback).  For the purpose of this example, it has been assumed 
that the capital loss will be applied against a capital gain to which the CGT discount applies.  The table also 
assumes that capital gains are subject to discount relief and are not subject to indexation. 

7. No brokerage or share trading administration fees have been included when selling on the IMB Market. 

8. The zero tax rate would also apply to superannuation funds that are in the pension phase.  

9. Depending on the profile of the corporate taxpayer.  For the year ended 30 June 2018 a corporate taxpayer 
may qualify as a small business entity and if so its tax rate will be 27.5%.   
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4. Additional Information Regarding the Buyback 

4.1. Introduction 

This Section includes additional information that IMB considers is material to an Eligible Participant’s 
decision on whether to participate in the Buyback. 

4.2. ASIC Relief 

On 27 October 2017, ASIC granted IMB an exemption under section 257D(4) of the Corporations Act to 
permit IMB to conduct the Buyback in a manner consistent with that described in this document, subject 
to conditions, including that:  

 the terms of the Buyback do not materially differ from those set out in this document; and  

 the aggregate shareholdings of Excluded Foreign Shareholders do not exceed 1% of Shares on 
that date. 

4.3. APRA Approval 

IMB has received approval from APRA to undertake the Buyback subject to meeting certain conditions. 

4.4. What if I have more than one holding of Shares? 

You will receive a personalised Tender Form for each separate beneficial holding of Shares.  For 
example, if you hold some Shares in your name, some Shares jointly with your spouse and some 
Shares on trust for another person or entity, you will receive three Tender Forms.  You may tender 
Shares into the Buyback from any or all of your separate beneficial holdings provided that you complete 
the Tender Form and follow the instructions for each holding you wish to tender.  Any scale back that 
applies to Shares tendered into the Buyback (including any consideration relating to Priority Parcels or 
Small Residual Holdings) will be applied to each of those beneficial holdings as if they were held by 
different persons (refer to Section 1.16 Example 4 for further details). 

(a) Shares held by trustees and nominees 

Trustees and nominees who hold Shares should inform the beneficial owners of the Shares about the 
Buyback, subject to any legal restrictions in the countries where such beneficial owners are resident and 
then aggregate all Tenders received from beneficial owners.  It is the responsibility of the trustee or 
nominee to complete one aggregated Tender Form on behalf of all beneficial owners other than those 
holding Excluded Foreign Shareholdings (if any). 

Any scale back that applies to Shares tendered by trustees and nominees will be performed on a 
registered shareholder basis. 

(b) Shares held jointly with another person 

If you hold your Shares jointly with another person (for example, your spouse) you must complete and 
return the Tender Form in accordance with instructions for joint holdings on the Tender Form. 

4.5. Margin lending arrangements 

By submitting a Tender you warrant to IMB that when you tender your Shares for sale in the Buyback, 
and on the Buyback Date, the Shares are free from any mortgage, charge, lien or other encumbrance 
(whether legal or equitable) and from any third party rights. 

4.6. Can I still vote if a general meeting is held during the Tender period?  

Yes.  Shareholder Members who tender Shares into the Buyback will still be entitled to vote (subject to 
meeting voting eligibility criteria set out in Section 2.7) at any general meeting of IMB held during the 
Tender Period and prior to the Buyback Date. There is no current intention to hold a general meeting 
during the Tender Period. 
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4.7. Can I participate if I am resident outside Australia?  

Yes, you may participate if you are an Eligible Participant who is resident in any jurisdiction in which it is 
lawful for IMB to issue the invitation to Eligible Participants or are holding for the account of persons in 
these jurisdictions.  You will need to seek professional advice on the taxation implications of the 
Buyback in your country of residence.  However, Excluded Foreign Shareholdings cannot be tendered 
into the Buyback. 

4.8. Restrictions on the payment of Buyback proceeds 

IMB will pay Eligible Participants the Buyback Price for each of their Shares that are bought back, 
unless it is prohibited from doing so. 

4.9. Rights under the Buyback cannot be transferred 

This Invitation is personal to you.  You cannot transfer your rights under this Invitation. 

4.10. The effect of submitting a Tender 

A Tender constitutes an offer to sell the tendered Shares to IMB on the terms and conditions set out in 
the Buyback Documents.  A Tender does not, of itself, constitute a binding contract for the sale of the 
tendered Shares and cannot be enforced against IMB.  IMB retains the discretion to accept or reject any 
Tender, and may choose to reject all Tenders. 

If IMB accepts your Tender, a binding Buyback Contract is formed between you and IMB, and you must 
sell the tendered Shares to IMB on the terms and conditions set out in the Buyback Documents, 
including the terms and conditions set out below. 

By submitting a Tender Form, you: 

 agree to the terms and conditions set out in the Buyback Documents; 

 offer to sell to IMB on the Buyback Date the number of Shares nominated for sale on your Tender 
Form (adjusted in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in the Buyback Documents) at 
your Tender Discount(s) and/or as a Final Price Tender; 

 agree that IMB posting an announcement on its website at www.imb.com.au on the Buyback Date 
in relation to the Buyback Price and other details is: 

- effective notice or communication of IMB’s acceptance of your Tenders that are submitted 
either: 

 at a Tender Discount equal to or greater than the Buyback Discount; or  

 as a Final Price Tender, 

and which are submitted in accordance with the Buyback Documents and which are not 
rejected by IMB; 

- effective notice of IMB’s rejection of any of your Tenders submitted at a Tender Discount less 
than the Buyback Discount is greater than the Buyback Price; 

 agree that a Buyback Contract is formed for the purchase of the relevant Shares upon IMB 
accepting your Tender in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Buyback and posting an 
announcement on its website, and that the purchase of the relevant Shares is taken to occur at that 
time; 

 waive any requirement to receive further notice or communication from IMB of its acceptance or 
rejection of any Tender submitted by you; 

 warrant to IMB that at all times after you tender your Shares for sale into the Buyback, and on the 
Buyback Date, you are the registered holder of the Shares that you have tendered and that they 

http://www.imb.com.au/
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are free from any mortgage, charge, lien or other encumbrance (whether legal or equitable) and 
from any third-party rights and otherwise able to be sold freely by you; 

 warrant that you are a person to whom the Invitation may lawfully be made, can receive the 
proceeds of the sale of your Shares and whose participation in the Buyback is permitted under the 
laws of the jurisdiction in which you are resident, and that you do not hold an Excluded Foreign 
Shareholding; 

 authorise IMB (and its officers, agents, contractors or advisers) to correct any error in, or omission 
from, your Tender Form and/or Tender Withdrawal/Amendment Form, and to insert any missing 
details; 

 undertake not to sell or offer to sell Shares to any other person if, as a result, you will at any time 
after you submit your Tender until the Buyback Date hold fewer Shares than the number of Shares 
you have tendered; 

 acknowledge that neither IMB nor any other party involved in the Buyback has provided you with 
financial product advice, or any securities recommendation, or has any obligation to provide this 
advice or recommendation, concerning your decision to participate in the Buyback; 

 authorise IMB to make payment by direct credit to your nominated account. If you wish to change 
your nominated account from that to which your dividends are paid, you will need to submit to IMB 
by 5.00pm (Sydney time) on the Closing Date a completed Dividend Payment Method – Change 
Notice notifying IMB of your new account details.  You can obtain a Dividend Payment Method – 
Change Notice by calling IMB on 1300 585 271 within Australia or 61 2 4298 0190 from outside 
Australia.  If you complete and submit a Dividend Payment Method – Change Notice, you 
acknowledge that your nominated bank account details in that form will be taken to be your 
nominated bank account for future payments (including dividends) by IMB to you and you will be 
taken to have accepted the risk associated with the payment;  

 agree that damages is not an adequate remedy for breach of these covenants, undertakings, 
agreements, representations and warranties; 

 undertake that if you breach any of these covenants, undertakings, agreements, representations or 
warranties you will indemnify IMB for all its costs or losses arising from the breach; and 

 agree that any obligation of IMB to buy back Shares tendered by you is conditional on your 
compliance with the covenants, undertakings, agreements, representations and warranties listed 
above. 

You will be taken to have submitted a Tender when IMB receives your validly signed and completed 
Tender Form. 

4.11. IMB’s right to accept or reject Tenders and Tender Forms 

At any time, IMB may (at its sole discretion): 

 accept or reject any Tender or Tender Form; and/or 

 accept or reject a Tender not made on the terms and conditions set out in the Buyback Documents, 
or a Tender Form not submitted in accordance with the procedures set out in the Buyback 
Documents (including Tenders received after the Closing Date). 

IMB may do each of these things in relation to all or some of the Tenders or the Tender Forms it 
receives, in its absolute discretion. 

4.12. IMB’s right to vary dates and times or to terminate the Buyback  

While IMB does not anticipate changing any of the dates and times set out in the Buyback Documents 
(including the Closing Date and the Buyback Date), it reserves the right to vary them.  Any change in 
date or time will take effect from the time it is authorised by the Board and will be publicly announced on 
the IMB website as soon as practicable following the Board’s authorisation.  Any such change will be 
taken to amend this Booklet (and the other Buyback Documents) accordingly. 
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IMB may also decide not to proceed with the Buyback.  Without limitation, IMB reserves the right to 
terminate the Buyback at any time prior to the date on which IMB enters into Buyback Contracts by 
making an announcement on the IMB website to that effect. 

4.13. IMB’s right to adjust Tenders 

IMB may, in its absolute discretion and at any time, deem any Tender it receives to be a valid Tender, 
disregard any Tender it believes should be disregarded and may waive any or all of the requirements for 
making, amending or withdrawing a Tender.  It may do each of these things in relation to some, all or 
any number of Tenders it receives. 

If you are an Eligible Participant, you are entitled to sell into the Buyback the lesser of: 

 the number of Shares registered in your name on the Record Date; and 

 the number of Shares you hold on the Closing Date (your Entitled Shares). 

If you submit one Tender of more than your Entitled Shares and IMB accepts your Tender, IMB will buy 
back only the number of your Entitled Shares. 

If you submit more than one Tender and, in aggregate, you have tendered more than your Entitled 
Shares, IMB will buy back only the number of your Entitled Shares in the following order of priority: 

 first, acquiring that number of Entitled Shares as forms part of your Tender with the largest Tender 
Discount, which is equal to or greater than the Buyback Discount, or submitted as a Final Price 
Tender; and 

 then, acquiring the remaining number of your Entitled Shares from your Tender with the second 
highest Tender Discount, which is equal to or greater than the Buyback Discount and will repeat 
this process until all of your Entitled Shares successfully tendered are bought back. 

4.14. Brokerage 

You should not have to pay brokerage if you sell your Shares in the Buyback. 

4.15. Privacy 

IMB is carrying out the Buyback in accordance with the Corporations Act.  This involves the personal 
information contained in Tender Forms being collected to enable IMB to determine the quantum of 
Shares, if any, and the price at which it will buy back Shares under the Buyback.  If you do not provide 
this information, IMB and its agents may be hindered in, or prevented from, processing your Tender. 

The personal information collected by IMB will only be disclosed to a print and service provider, to IMB’s 
advisers in relation to the Buyback and to financial institutions in respect of payments to you in 
connection with the Buyback or as required or authorised by law. 

You may access the individual information collected by IMB in relation to your shareholding by writing 
to: 

IMB Ltd Off-Market Buyback 
PO Box 2077 
Wollongong NSW 2500 
 
Fax: 61 2 4227 9147 

4.16. Applicable law 

This Invitation, your Tender, and the Buyback generally, are governed by the laws of the State of New 
South Wales. 
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4.17. Independent advice 

Eligible Participants should consult their legal, financial, taxation or other professional adviser if they 
have any queries regarding: 

 the Buyback; 

 the taxation implications for them if the Buyback is implemented and their Tender is successful; or 

 any other aspects of this Booklet. 
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5. Glossary 

5.1. Terms 

The following terms used in this Booklet (including the Tender Form included with this Booklet) have the 
meanings given to them below, unless the context otherwise requires. 

ADI Authorised Deposit-taking Institution 

APRA Australian Prudential Regulation Authority 

ASIC Australian Securities & Investments Commission 

Associates the meaning given to it in the Corporations Act 

ATO Australian Taxation Office 

Board or IMB Board the board of Directors of IMB or any duly constituted committee of 
the board 

Buyback the buyback of Shares by way of an off-market tender process as 
set out in the Buyback Documents 

Buyback Contract the contract formed on the Buyback Date between you and IMB if 
IMB accepts your Tender (if and to the extent that IMB accepts 
your Tender) 

Buyback Date the date and time the IMB Board determines the total number of 
Shares to be bought back (and accepts your Tender in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Buyback) 

Buyback Discount the discount to be selected by IMB, being the largest discount in 
the Tender Discount range which will enable IMB to buy back up 
to $13 million worth of Shares 

Buyback Documents this Booklet and the Tender Form 

Buyback Price the price at which IMB will buy back Shares from Tenders it 
accepts in the Buyback, rounded to the nearest cent.  The price is 
determined by applying the Buyback Discount selected by IMB to 
the Deemed Market Value 

CGT capital gains tax 

Closing Date 11 December 2017 unless IMB announces a later date 

Corporations Act the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), as modified by the relief 
described in Section 4.2 
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Deemed Market Value the VWAP of Shares traded on the IMB Market over the 10 days 
on which Shares traded prior to the announcement of the Buyback 
adjusted for the movement in the S&P/ASX 200 index from the 
date of announcement of the Buyback (27 October 2017) to the 
Closing Date adjusted upwards by applying the Upward 
Adjustment as necessary. 

See Section 3.3 for further details of how the Deemed Market 
Value will be calculated 

Eligible Participant or “you” each separate beneficial holding of Shares registered in a 
Shareholder Member’s name on IMB’s share register (whether 
held individually, jointly with another person or in trust for another 
person provided that the beneficial owner for whom the Shares 
are held is clearly identified on the IMB share register) on the 
Record Date which is not an Excluded Foreign Shareholding 

Entitled Shares the lesser of: 

(a)  the number of Shares registered in the Eligible 
Participant’s name on the Record Date; and 

(b)  the number of Shares the Eligible Participant holds on the 
Closing Date 

Excluded Foreign 
Shareholding 

any Shares held by a person: 

(a) to whom IMB would be prohibited from paying money 
pursuant to any act, rule or regulation of Australia which 
prohibits IMB from making payments to foreign persons; 
or 

(b) whose address in IMB’s register of Shareholders is in a 
jurisdiction where offers cannot be made because of the 
laws of that jurisdiction or because IMB determines that it 
is impracticable to comply with such laws; or 

(c)  that are held for the benefit of another person and that 
person resides in a jurisdiction where offers cannot be 
made because of the laws of that jurisdiction or because 
IMB determines that it is impracticable to comply with 
such laws. 

(d)        who is (or who is acting on behalf of or for the account of a 
person who is) in the United States, a US Person or a 
resident of Canada 

 

Final Price Tender a Tender in which the Eligible Participant elects to receive the 
Buyback Price, whatever IMB determines it to be 

IMB  IMB Ltd (ACN 087 651 974) 

IMB Market the independent trading facility for Shares operated by IMB under 
both an Australian Market Licence and Clearing and Settlement 
Facility Licence in accordance with the Corporations Act 

Invitation the invitation by IMB to Eligible Participants to offer to sell Shares 
to IMB as set out in the Buyback Documents 

Member any person who is a member of IMB by way of guarantee whose 
name is for the time being entered in the Register of Members as 
a member of IMB and includes a Shareholder Member 

Opening Date 8 November 2017 unless IMB announces a later date 
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Priority Parcel 250 Shares or such lesser number of Shares as is required to 
ensure that IMB is able to buy back only up to $13 million worth of 
Shares and Shares representing no more than 10% of the 
smallest number, at any time during the last 12 months, of the 
votes attaching to voting Shares 

Record Date the date IMB will determine which Shareholder Members are 
Eligible Participants entitled to participate in the Buyback 

Sale Consideration has the meaning provided in Section 3.4 

Shareholder Member any Member who is a member by way of both Shares and 
guarantee 

Shares fully paid ordinary Shares in the capital of IMB on issue as at the 
Record Date 

Small Residual Holding means a holding of Shares which would occur where an Eligible 
Participant has tendered all of its Shares at a Tender Discount 
greater than or equal to the Buyback Discount and/or as a Final 
Price Tender and would be left with fewer than 100 Shares as a 
result of the scale back described in the Buyback Documents, 
provided that the Eligible Participant is not the registered holder of 
more Shares as at the Closing Date than were held by it as at the 
Record Date 

Tax Act the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 or Income Tax Assessment 
Act 1997 

Tender an Eligible Participant’s offer to sell Shares to IMB at a specified 
Tender Discount or as a Final Price Tender and on the terms and 
conditions set out in the Buyback Documents as amended in 
accordance with the procedures set out in the Buyback 
Documents 

Tender Discount one of the specified discounts to the Deemed Market Value (from 
0% to 14% and at intervals of 2%) as set out on the Tender Form 

Tender Discount Range means the range of Tender Discounts to the Deemed Market 
Value being 0% to 14% at 2% intervals 

Tender Form the form of offer by an Eligible Participant to sell Shares to IMB 
under the Buyback, which is enclosed with this Booklet (and 
includes a Tender Form amended in accordance with the 
procedures set out in the Buyback Documents) 

Tender Period the period within which Eligible Participants may lodge, withdraw 
or amend a Tender in accordance with the Buyback Documents 

Upward Adjustment the upward adjustment will only be necessary and limited to the 
extent that the adjustment ensures the Buy-back Price will not be 
lower than the VWAP of the Shares traded on the IMB Market 
over the five days up to and including the Closing Date of the 
Buyback less a 14% discount (i.e. in accordance with the ATO’s 
Law Administration Practice Statement PS LA 2007/9) 

US Person has the meaning given by Regulation S under the United States 
Securities Act of 1933 

VWAP volume weighted average price 

You an Eligible Participant (i.e. a beneficial holder of Shares in IMB) 
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5.2. Interpretation 

In the Buyback Documents, unless the context otherwise requires: 

a) singular includes the plural, and vice versa; 

b) words importing one gender include other genders; 

c) other parts of speech and grammatical forms of a word or phrase defined in this document have 
a corresponding meaning; 

d) terms used in the Buyback Documents and defined in the Corporations Act have the meanings 
ascribed to them in the Corporations Act; 

e) a reference to currency is to Australian dollars; and 

f) a reference to time is to Sydney time. 

The postal acceptance rule does not apply to Tenders. 
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